
CREW WORKER
Classification 32 (539,350.48 - S50,228.88 annually)

Employees in this classification will be tasked with performing manualwork related to road and

bridge maintenance and construction. The type of work necessary for this classification will
consist of both heavy and light physical labor. Work will be assigned by an immediate
supervisor and more detailed tasks will be assigned once on the job training reaches a

satisfactory level.

EXAMPLES OF WORK: (This position may not include all the duties listed, nor do the examples cover all

the duties which may be required to performed).

Performs ma nual work functions associated with construction, maintenance, and repair of
roadways and drainage systems including pipes and bridges, specific examples may include
digging holes and trenches, cleaning out clogged pipes, patching potholes, clearing trees, and

cutting grass and weeds, removing litter from roadway Right-of-Ways.

Flags traffic as assigned; sets up safety work zones at job sites using traffic cones, signage, etc.

Drives trucks based on current license ability and operates heavy equipment, chain saws,

mowers, weed trimmers, pressure washers, pumps, shovels, and various other tools and

equipment necessary to complete job assignments.

Reports equipment problems or malfunctions to supervisor.

Must be able to maintain good interpersonal relationships with staff, co-workers, supervisors,

and the public.

Performs other related duties as required.

REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ABILITES

Knowledge of the use of simple tools.

Ability to understand and carry out verbal and written instructions.

Good Physical condition and sufficient strength to perform heavy lifting and carrying.

Ability to work in adverse weather conditions.

QUALIFICATIONS

High School diploma or GED is preferred.

5ome work experience with operating equipment and performing manual labor is preferred.

Must currently hold and maintain a valid drive/s license.

Willingness to obtain an unrestricted Class "B" CDL Driver's license is preferred and will be
necessary for promotional opportunities.
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